SOUND 3550 Sound Bar Mount

Article number (SKU)
Colour

8153550
Black

Key Beneﬁts
•
•
•
•

Fits perfectly on Sonos Beam and Playbar
Create the best listening position
Enjoy sound that turns with your TV
Easy levelling and installation

Attach your sound bar to your Vogel's full turn wall mount
for the most ideal viewing and listening experience. A
universal sound bar mounting solution for every major
audio brand
SOUND 3550 is exactly what you need to watch TV from every
angle without compromising sound quality. Combine this
sound bar mount with our Vogel's full turn TV wall mount.
Adaptable to any type of sound bar
The SOUND 3550 is easily customizable for multiple sizes and
sound bar shapes such as Sonos Beam, Sonos Playbar and
Bose. On top, this universal sound bar mount is made and
ﬁnished with premium black steel and aluminium for a durable
ﬁnish. Ideal for light and heavy sound bars.The SOUND 3550,
is a sound bar mount that can handle any sound bar with
a weight of up to 6,5 kg (14,3 lbs). It offers a solution for both
light and heavy sound bar solutions. It supports al the major
brands such as Sonos, Bose, Samsung, LG, Heos, Panasonic,
JBL, Harmon and Kardon and Yamaha as well as other
subbrands. The Vogel's sound bar mount in any case ﬁts the
following soundbars: see the comprehensive list on this page.
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Speciﬁcations

Product type number
Article number (SKU)
Colour
EAN single box
TÜV certiﬁed
Guarantee
Max. weight load (kg)
Adjustable height
Cable management
Speaker brand
Speaker models

Spirit level included
What's in the box

SOUND 3550
8153550
Black
8712285343582
Yes
5 years
6.5
True
Cable clip
Universal
Bose SoundTouch 300/700
Sonos Arc Sonos Beam
Sonos PLAYBAR Universal
No
• Allen key
• Mounting instructions
• TV mounting kit
• Cable clips

